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- .19th-ranked Bison look to keep perfect record against A&E
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l,110n1ca M. Lewis
~Staff writer

;t~ms as if every week there
1 adifferent hero in a Howard

oiversity football uniform,
i::iconc who steps up and helps
•~ Bison keep their perfect
.,.ud in tact. Last weekend was
exception as seldom-used
· rxle receiver Germaine Kohn
a::ght the gamc>-winning catch
rllt no time on the clock, pro~ thr Bison to a W 41 win
Jer1bwson State.
And tomorrow is what some
J the "pre-MEAC Champi·,i.;hip game," as the Bison trav:oGreensboro, N.C., to take on
also undefeated Aggies of
1h Corolinn A&T for their
=ming.
With last week"s victory,
,ard (6-0, 2-0 in the Mid~tem Atlantic Conference)
,-es up to the Number19 spot
the latest Sports Network 1poll. while l'l'mnining at the

number three spot in the Sheridun Black College Poll. The
come-from-behind victory was
Howard's first win over Towson
in five tries.
Aftcr being down 21-0 in the
first quarter, the Bison offense
awoke to score 24 second quarter
points off of three rushing touchdowns from junior fullback
Rup1:rt Grant, two one-yarders
and a seven yard run, and a field
goal from freshman kicker Jason

Decuir.
After the haJJ; Howard added
20 more points with an eightyani touchdown pass from Jay
"Sky" Walker to wide receiver
James Cunningham; a Lhreeyard pass from Walker to senior
tailback Andre Owens in the
fourth quarter, putting the score
in Towson's favor at 41-38; and
the game-winning pass to Kohn
with no time remaining.
Walker, who had another
record-setting day with three
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THIS WEEK
FASHION SHOW WILL BE MORE
PROFESSIONAL, LESS SUGGESTIVE:

The Homecoming Fashion show,
according to director Nicole Williams,
will focus less on drama and more on
fashion. A2

ago and down at Bethune-Cookman two weeks ago. With that
type of defense, you should be
winning."
Sophomore Marc Christie and
junior Jose Wbite have come up
with some big defensive plays
this season. White leads the
team in sacks (7 1/'2) and tackles
(46), while Christie has collected
45 tackles. The defense has
forced 16 fumbles, while intercepting opposing quarterbacks
eight times.
Comerback Dondre Owens,
who has 31 tackles of his own,
believes the defense has been
playing exceptionally well.
"I feel good about my play, but
I can only play as good as the
entire defensive line," Owens
said. "When they don't play well,
1can't play weU."
As six more games remain on
the schedule, hopes are high that
the team will be able to play for
a title.
"Of course we look forward to
making it to the NCAA Division
1-M play-offs," said defensive
lineman Aaron Kinchen.
Said Wilson, "We still have to
go on the road and play some
tough conference games against
teams like North Carolina A&T
and Delaware State."
The Aggies of North Carolina
A&T (6-0,2-0 in the MEAC) are
the number one rated team in
the Sheridan Black CoUege Poll,
while holding onto the number
five spot in the Sports Network
Division 1-•\A poll. This is,
according to \V'tlson, always a

big match-up (Howard versus
A&TJ with an unusual ending,
Last season, the Bison feU to the
Aggies, 16-14, aft.er a missed field
goal by then place kicker Cedric
Rawls. Under Wilson's five-year
reign, Howard has not beaten

North CarolinaA&T. The Aggies,
who are two-time defending
MEAC Champions, hold a 13-8l advantage over Howard.
"It feels good to be undefeated, but we still have a long way
to go," Owens said.

Above, #6 Germaine "Blno" Kahn after his game winning recep•
lion from Jay "Sky" Walker. Below\ Kahn and #1 Gary "The Flea'
Harrell celebrate after the Bison sixth straight victory.

Homecoming week offers a little something for everyone
By Aliya Davis and
Monica Lewis
Hilltop Staff 'Miters
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touchdown passes and 38 of 52
completions for 429 yards, was
named MEAC Offensive Player
of the Week for the second time
this season. Walker is also 12th
in passing efficiency in Division
1-M.
While he did not score, Gary
"Flea" HarreU had 13 receptions
for 124 yards in last weekend's
action. Harrell is now just eight
receptions shy of the University's
all-time career mark held by
Tracy Singleton at 159. HarreU
also needs 26 catches to break
the MEAC all-time record. HarreU is sixth in receptions among
all Division 1-M receivers.
The Bison offense amassed 612
yards against Towson. They lead
the MEAC in passing offense,
third-down conversions and kickoff returns, while ranking 14th
among all Division 1-M schools
in total offense, averaging 421.3
yards per game, and ninth in
passing offense with 287.8 yards
per game.
Punt returner Harrell and kick
retumerCunninghamaretwoof
the top return specialists in Division 1-M with 10 yards a game
respectively.
Defensively, Howard's "Horrihie Herd," who was held sackless
against Towson, has coUected 29
sacks so far this season, while
being ranked second in the
MEAC behind South Carolina
State in total defense.
"We've got a very good
defense," Wilson said. "We
thought that they played very
well against FAMU three weeks

of
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HU TWINS SPEAKOUT: Three sets of
twins at Howard talk about their
experiences throughout life and being
mistaken for each other. Bl

OTHER KIND OF COMPETITION:

Intramural season begins this week,
allowing students to show off their athletic prowess. B5

They want to excite you and
take you from Be-Bop to Hip-Hop.
The Homecoming Steering
Committee has prepared a week
of activities that they hope will
allow the student body, alumni
and guests to celebrate their dif.
ferences and diversity.
"This is a revenge year. This is
a pay-back year," said Tyrone
Johnson, Homecoming's marketing director, referring to Howard's
7-0 loss to Morehouse last year in
Atlanta.
The theme, From Be-Bop to
Hip-Hop "Culture in Motion,"
symbolizes the progression of
African-American music and
African-American
culture
throughout the years. The committee hopes activities will reflect
this progression.
"We are not forgetting who we
came from and that we are going
forward," Johnson said. "I am
totally confident that this will be

the best homecoming of the
decade, I am even tempted to say
ever."
The week kicks offSw1day, Oct.
24, with the Call to Chapel and the
gospel conceit. The 1,10Spel concert
will feature the Howard Choir and
the contemporary gospel group,
New Sounds. The event will be
hosted by Rosiland White, 1992
Ms. Howard andl993 Miss Collegiate Afiican American. In addition toemceeingtheevent, White
wiU also perform. The Ms. Howard
pageant, which will take place on
Monday, is $4 for Howard students, $5 for general admission.
The pageant promises to be nontraditional and ,viU hold a few
surprises, Johnson said.
The fashion show, 'TotaJRecall;'
will feature the usual creativity of
the clothes and the models, but
this year there will be no skit or
drama additions. There ,viU be
two shows, one at 7 p.m. at $7 for
Howard students, $9 general
admission, and the other at 10
p.m. The second show will cost an
extra dollar for Howard students

and the general public. It will have
more of a "New York runway
appeal," said Erika Woods, the
public relations director.
Wednesday will be a day to relax
and listen to some jazz, rhythm
and blues and poetry. and to see
cultural and modern dances.
"From Be-Bop to Hip-Hop: Five
decades of Soul," formerly known
as "A night at the Cotton Club,"
will show the progression of
African music and expression.
"From Be-Bop to Hip-Hop: Five
decades ofSoul" will be held in the
Blackburn Ballroom from 8 p.m.
tol0 p.m. Admission is $5 for
Howard students, $7 for general
admission.
A night oflaughs is planned for
Thursday as the "Fat Comedy
Jam" takes center stage, featuring Mjchael Collier, Adelle Givens
of the Def Comedy Jan1. Comedien Royale will host the event while
rap star Biz Markie will deejay.
Tickets for the "Fat Comedy Jam"
arc $12.50 for Howard students
and $15 for the general public.
Howard alumnus BookerT. Wash•

ington ill, also known as Chip, wiU

perform.
"The cost of the 'Fat Comedy
Jam'is ronsiderably low compared
to other comedy shows," said
Homecoming Committee Chairperson Beatrice Jean. "The last
time AdeUe Givens was here was
when she was with comedian Bill
Bellamy, and tickets for that event
were $22 and $24," Jean
explained.
The Howardfest/Internationalfest wiU include many cultural
events, entertainers and vendors.
This event will also feature a new
talent showcase of local hopefuls
and nationally-lmown artists from
such record labels as Columbia,
Epic and RCA. An autograph session completes the planned activities.
Friday evening, the main event
will take place when current hiphopsuperstars Ice Cube, Redman,
Boss and others will entertain up
to 10,000 people..

University faces lawsuit over 1992 Blackburn shooting
By Derrlcke M. Dennis
Hilltop Staff Writer
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DOTE OF THE WEEK
'The function of a university is not
simply to teach bread-winning...it is
above all, to be the organ of that fine
adjustment between real life and the
growing knowledge of life, an
adjustment which forms the
secret of civilization."
--W.E.B. DuBois
The Souls ofBla£k Folk

The shooting death of a 22year-old United States Naval
Officer last October at
Howard University's Blackburn Center is now the subject of a $10 million lawsuit
filed in District of Columbia
Superior Court.
Reportedly, Craig Austin,
an enlistee with the U.S. Navy
and stationed in Norfolk, Va .,
was attending an annual
dance sponsored by the
LeDroit Park Civic Association at the Armour J. Blackburn Center just before he
was killed. His cause of death
was reported as multiple gunshot wounds, which he suffered after trying to settle an
argument between his girlfriend and another woman
over a balloon centerpiece.
The shots were fired by the

other woman's boyfriend.
The law firm of Kennedy ·
and Dolan, which is handling
the suit, is citing negligence
by University security as the
primary justification for their
court action.
"Just after the shooting
occurred, there were people
searching all over for a security guard and could not find
one," said John Kennedy,
Esquire, the attorney handling the case. "We feel, had
there been some kind of security at the event, Mr. Austin
would be alive today."
But Francis Smith, general counsel for the University, said the University does
not provide extra security for
non-University events unless
it is requested and contracted.
"The LeDroit Park Civic
Association was responsible
for either contacting campus

security or the metropolitan
polico, for assistance ahead of
time," Smith said. "And as far
as I am aware, they didn't do
that."
Captain Harvey G. Armstrong of the campus security
force said everyone was
"shocked'" by the incident
because the event has been
held annually without the
need for special security coverage.
"We felt this event did not
warrant any extra man-power
other than the regular security presence around the cam•
pus," Armstrong said. "If we
felt othenvise, an extra person would have been assigned
to the area."
According to Smith, the
death of Mr. Austin is tragic,
but the University should not
be considered at fault.
"It is not our view that we

are legally responsible for the
death of Mr. Austin. If it is
found that settling the case
would be in the best interests
of the University, then that's
what will happen," Smith
said, "But I'm not going to
jus~ give money away and
give up unnecessarily and
without an investigation."
The case, which was just
filed in D.C. Superior Court
last Friday, is being reviewed
by University officials and the
litigating attorneys to determine further plans for action.
"Right now we are waiting
for the University to respond
within the allowed 30-day
period," Kennedy said. "After
that, I will have to /et statemen ts from eye-witnesses,
University officials and others
involved in the incident
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INCORPORATED

Corporate Finance Division

2205 Enterprise Orivo • Suite 501 • WoslehoslOr, IL60154
Tolophono (708) 449-7000 • Fax (708)449-1760

•BE WITH R COMPANY THAT RESPECTS IT'S RFRICRN - RMERICRN CUSTOMERS!
•THE SERUICE SWITCH IS FREE!
•IF AFTER R MONTH YOU'RE DISSATISFIED WITH YOUR SERUICE, YOU CAN
SWITCH BACK TO YOUR ORIGINAL COMPANY FOR FREE!
BASIC CHERRY WATTS: $0-$70 AVERAGE MONTHLY BILLING
CHERRY WATTS I:
$70-$150 AVERAGE MONTHLY BILLING
CHERRY WATTS II:
$150+ AVERAGE MONTHLY BILLING

I'

SAVEUPTO 10%
SAVE UP TO 15%
SAVE UP TO 20%
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Smith Barney Shearson Inc.

CALL YOUR LOCAL CHERRY COMMUNICATIONS REPRESENTATIVE:
(202) 865-8214

NATURAL MOTION

invites all Seniors from Howard University
to attend our information session
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Monday, October 25, 1993
Faculty Lounge #585
6:00 p.rn.-8:00 p.rn.

\ ~

Interviews:
Wednesday, February 2, 1994
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In reference to Howard University,
<
what does the word ''Mecca''
meantoyou?
•·11ie Mecca is a highly
rcsJ)<!Cted place where you're
supposed to worl.. together
as one race. Original!); tha1
is where the Muslims would
go as one and form their pilgrimage."

"Howard is the epitome of education and
universities everywhere, and HU stands
above them aJI. lf you
look at our alumni and
the type of leaders and
p.:oplc we produce, we
arc not saying it false1). but validating our
statements all the
tinte.'"

Zainnb Fufana
Pre-med
f'reshman

~
•
•'
'

Thc Mecca n1cans a place
where there is a melting pot
where all intellectual blacl..
people come 1ogcther and
i.tudy harmoniously together

~

By Melissa James
Hilltop Staff Writer

!~

In search of better health
and a means to connect with
their ancestors, some members of 1he Howard Universi1y community are choosing to
learn the 1echniques of
Ancient Egyp1ian yoga.
Nura Dina, an Egyptian
yoga 1eacher, has been offering yoga classes on campus
for about a year at Truth Hall
in 1he Harrie! Tubman Quadrangle. She said yoga is more
than learning how to flex
one's body imo complex positions.
"Yoga is an art-science.
We're working with chemistry, physics and geometry
and with the spiri1ual. mental
and physical self. When you
can do a position 1hat directly
affects the flow of blood,
that's chemistry. When you
put your leg in a 90 degree
angle, that wi ll help you comprehend geometry on a phys ical level," Dina said.

~
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Edward Rice Ill
Public Relations
Junior

0

!~

~

~

~

a~ one:·

~

Cl.I

Odell CleH~lnnd Ill
Management
Junior

"All African Americans should journey to
Howard before 1hcir
..,~'f• life is complclc. Just
"l
like the Muslims had
,
their journey to Mecca,
~ \ I t-clieve it is some~~__.!,~!!l thing they had to do
just lil..e it is something
we have to do to travel
to the Universi1y.''

I'

"The :l.1ccca m.:ans strength
and unity of African-Amen
can,. where ,\c stand and
light togcthcr to make a
change in these cruicial
time, of the world."

t:::I
:

~

~

~

~

I

Angie Pigott
English
Junior

Brice McElru)
Film Production
Jumor

~

;ii;:
~

~

~

Cl.I

~

·coming here and coming together. putting your life
together and finding your purpose. It is a center for
learning. spiritual learning within ourselves."

~

Cl.I

~

~

•W University School of
:tity ,ponsors an Evening
11.\1p Service every
"iesday at 5:30 p.m. It is
to the Un iversi1y comt) and the general pubThi, week. Dr. Rena
,fa.Smart , a visiting pro'{ of Ethics, wi 11 be the
?II speaker.

. FiN National Conferl'tfor African-American

Howard Univers ity School
of Law

.II. I A resident of Carver Hall and two

ier subjec1s were found to have been
oiled in an armed ho ldup of a food cleliv-, man.
-11. 2 A Bethune

'

Hall resident reported that
ivideo cassettes were stolen from a couch
:he sixth floor of Bethune. The two indi...ils found with the tapes were issued a
!Ting notice and escorted off the premises
. Howard Security.

.-11.3 A Howard coach reported severa l
:r.s taken from the equipment room in Burr
• !llilla,ium. Some of the property was
!!Xr.ered by Howard Security afler a chase.

·1u.6 A car on Parking Lot C was broken
''Oand personal items were stolen. Howard
ICttlrity found no s ign of forced en1ry into
lt;;r,

, , '~ 10 A person struck the southeast wall
1-Cook Hall driving a vehicle. Investigation
· , aled that three subjects were detained by
lctropoti1an Pol ice.

I

-

Thursday, Oct. 28
Comedy Jam
Place: Cramton Auditorium
Performers: Michael Colyar
Adele Givens
Booker T.
Washington Ill
D.J. Biz Markie
Time: 7 p.m. and 10 p.m.

The first meeting of the Tnternaiional Law Mentor Program sponsored by the D.C.
Bar wi ll be Tuesday, Oct. 26,
at 5 p.m. in the 2 nd Floor
Conference Room, Notre
Dame. Students who previously registered for the program shou Id contact L. Conti
immediately.

one-year followship program
beginning in the fall of 1994.
Fellows work as staff attorneys with the local neighborhood Legal Services Program, providing free legal
services in civil cases to
lower-classl D.C. residents.
Applications are due by Jan.
3 1. Packets are available in
the Office of Career Services.

The Howard C. Westwood
Fellowship Program (sponsored by Covington & Burling) seeks applicants for its

The Graduate Student
Assembly
GSA President Patrick Oates
wants to familiarize the grad-

HU CRIME REPUK'l '
---

''New Sounds"
Contemporary
Gospel Choir
7p.m.

esday, Oc1. 26
ashion Show

II SPEAK <IJJll :ll' SPE

churches, pastors and community leaders will be held at
the HUSO on Oct. 25 and 26.
The conference titled, "Our
Youlh Today & Tomorrow:·
will fea1ure U.S. Attorney
Gener.ii Janet Reno. The conference will consist of various panel d iscussions and
presentations. For more information, contact Cassandra
Newsome at 806-0500.

ganza"
Place: Blackburn Ballroom
Time: 8 p.m.

Monday, Oct. 25
Ms. Howard Pageant
lace: Cramton Auditorium
ime: 7 p.m.

I

Lynn Cunningham
English
Junior

members in the class.
The cost for students is $4
per session; however, Dina is
trying to change thal. She is
interested in having the
Howard University Studem
Association sponsor her yoga
classes, so the sessions can be
free for all wi1hin the University community. The c urrent
HUSA adm inistrat ion is in
favor of D ina.
" I'm willing 10 support
[Dina] and other students
who wanl to take yoga,"
HUSA president Terri Wade
said.
According 10 Dina,
Bowie Slate University's student government pays for the
yoga classes and they are free
for a ll students .
Dina e njoys leach ing and
hopes tha1 more students partic ipate in her c lass.
" I knew that I had to work
with my people. A lot of students are taking drugs and
eating foods thal arc toxic to
their minds. What I'm doing

--

Oct. l 1 A Howard resident of Meridian Hill
reported to security that while he and other
students were wailing for a bus across the
street from the dorm, two unidentified black
males approached them. Subject one held a
gun, wore a tan hood and commanded all 10
drop 1heir money and wallets, while subject
two removed properties from all. The incident is under investigation.

-

Oct. 12 A Howard Plaza resident reported
that he placed his 14-karat gold-linked
bracelet on his desk in his apartment and
upon his return to his room, he noticed that
unknown person(s) had enlered his room an
removed his property. The incident is under
Howard University investigation.
Oct. 13 A car on Parking Lot Twas broken
inlo and the car radio was stolen. TI1e radio
was recovered by Howard Security.

uate community with its following officers:
'famika Jackson, vice
coordinator (Medicine)
Benjamin Gilbert, financial coordinator (Dentistry)
Tonya Bender, executive
secretary ( Communications)
Heidi Lovett, program
planning committee (MBA)
Michael Edwards, public
relations comm ittee chairman
(Law)
Stephanie Ellis, grievance
committee c hairperson
(Divinity)

Saturday, Oct. 30
Game agains t Morehouse
Place : RFK Stadium
Time: I p.m.
Saturday, Oct. 30
Step Show
Place: D.C. Armory
Time: 4 .m.

GSA goals are to address
graduate student concerns to
the administration and to foster a climate for the progress ive academic development
of the University graduate
and professional student
body.
Please submit articles 10 the
Graduate Newsletter:
c/o George E. Holmes, M.A.,
H. U. Blackburn Center, Suite
102
Office numbers: (202) 8067007 or7008

- Dr. Wills offers everything a stude11t
needs for total health, including:
• SAME DAY APPOINTMENTS
• GYN CARE
• SKINCARE
• HEADACHE & NECK PAIN RX
• TREATMENT FOR SLEEP PROBLEMS

• EFFECTIVE WEIGHT REDUCTION
• STD EVALUATIONS & TREATMENT
• TREATMENT FOR EXAM ANXIETY
• STOMACH PROBLEMS
• ATHLETIC INJURIES

• COURTEOUS CONFIDENTIAL CARE

Reginald D. Wills, M.~

'

EVENING AND SATURDAY
APPTS. ALSO AVAILABLE

Your partner for n co llege
career of goo'J bealtb

Washington, D.C.
1263 Evarts Street, N.E.
(1

block above 13th&. Rhode lale..n.d Ave)
4 block.t to Rhode ltland MeLro ttop

Uist•mntl l o 11 II II.I·. S 1t11h•11ls

Oct. 14 A Sony color televi sion and comput
er circuit board was reported missing in the
engineering building by an office worker.
Howard Security was notified and responded
CoMpilEd by AliyA 0Avi

rt ay, Cl.
Concert
Place : DC Armory
Performers: Ice Cube
Redman
Boss
and many more
Time: Doors open at 7 p.m.

( :.\1, 1, f;:J5-1

(;oo

Board Certified: Family Phy•iciain
Graduate: T homas J<-ffcnon Univer.sity t\•\ edical
Scbool: Family Tbe.-apy, G<'orgt-towu U111veraity
Board Member: Notional i\t\edico1 Association, O.C.
Vice Chairman: Credentials Commi:ttct" of thc:Mcdical Society
ln,tructor: Howaird Univeraity School of Medicine

l•' OIC ,\1\ APP0·1~1'i\l E1\'I' 'l 'ODA\' :
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Understanding the
real issue in Soinalia
What is the purpose of Pres•
ident Clinton sending more
troops to Somalia? What does
this country have to gnin?
The original purpose for U.S.
troops being sent to Somalia
was to .reed starving women
and children. President Bush
sent troops for tbe goodwill
mission last December. When
they arrived in Somalia, they
arrived to a country where the
government appeared to be in
a state of disunion. There were
so-called "warlords" who ruled
Somalia and made it somewhat difficult, if not impossible, for the troops to send food
to the starving people.
The United States had no
interests in the country as far
as profitable resources were
concerned. It was strictly a
humanitarian trip for the U.S.
troops.
Now, it has been nearly a

year since the U.S. troops first
arrived in Somalia. Starvation
is no longer the main issue, so
what is the new mission for
the troops?
As it has been reported in
the past week, American
troops are being injured, killed
and captured by Mohamed
Farah Aideed's men, and the
president of the United States
wants to send more troops to
protect and/or defend the ones
who are already there. But
wait a minute. Wouldn't it
make sense to pull troops out
of that country right now and
maybe leave Somalia alone?
After all, the U.S. has no business in that nation. Could
President Clinton's decision
have been made on the basis of
pride? His philosophy is "Hey,
they can't get away with that.
We're t he United States of
America, leaders of the free

world."
There's no doubt that what
AidPed is doing is wrong. He is
right now t he leader of Soma•
lia's government-a govern•
ment that is tattered. And it
doesn't appear that Aideed has
his people's interests at heart.
What is Aideed's agenda for
his African countrymen? It's
obvious that he doesn't want
the white man in his country.
When the American troops
leave, how will Mohamed
Farah Aideed want to be
remembered by Americans?
As a warlord who is oppressing
his own people or a leader try•
ing to establish a new goJernment that will hopefully bring
order to a sloven country?

Letter froin HUSA: Our
Black inen are dying
Warning: Being a black
man in America may be hazardous to your health. The ravage of AIDS, drug abuse and
black-on-black crime, to say
nothing of the rise in the ~~ual
scourges that h_ave trad1t_1on•
ally plagued African-Amencan
males, specifically disease,
poverty and incarceration,
indic_ate tha_t being_ a black
man tn Amenca may mdeed be
hazardous to his health. It certainly reduces his life
expectancy.
Not only is an AfricanAmerican man bom in Harlem
more likely to die before the
age of 40 than a poor peasant
born in Bangladesh, but his
chances of well-being as a sur•
vivor are dismal as well,
according to a study in the
prestigious New England
Journal of Medicine. Data collected by the National Center
for Health Statistics (NCHS)
supports this grim analysis.
The life expectancy of a black
man is 69.4 years; that of a
white man is 75.6 years.
This vicious life cycle begins
at birth, from the moment we
draw our first breath. Black
male babies, as opposed to
white male babies, are twice as
likely to die shortly after birth.
A key factor behind these
deaths is that too few black
women have access to prenatal
care in the first three months
?f pregnancy. ~s result_s in
mcreased low birth weight

rates, which is one of the leading causes of infant mortality
and can be a result of socioeconomic conditions, smoking
and substance abuse.
Why is this happening? A
combination of poverty and
inadequate health care services has struck mortal blows
in African-American communities. If statistics of this great
magnitude of death were
occurring as a result of a natural disaster, we would be !iv•
ing in a "designated disaster
area."
Like after a war, a major
political and financial com•
mitment is needed to eradicate the root cause of high
mortality: vicious poverty and
inadequate access to the basic
health care, a r ight of all
Americans.
In light of the fact that the
life expectancy of black males
in America is under scrutiny,
what actions should be taken
to address this dilemma? We
must first increasingly focus
on the prevention of disease
and the promotion of health, to
ensure healthier and more
productive futu res for all
Americans, a by-product
which will also reduce the cost
of health care.
Furthermore, in order to
halt the spread of drug abuse
and AIDS, curb teen pregnan•
cy and repair our broken families and shattered neigh borhoods, we m ust cu ltivate a

stronger ethic of personal
responsibility, a culture that
nurtures values s uch as moderation, self-discipline and self
control. As a Ghanaian
proverb states, "The ruins of a
nation begin in the homes of
its people." Efforts to deal with
these problems must begin at
home-in the black community.
The tougher issues that we
must tackle are the impact of
AIDS and homicide in the
black community. Statistics
maintained by the NCHS
show that AIDS is the ninth
leading cause of death for
black males. Homicide
remains the leading cause of
death for black males between
the ages of 15 and 24 and is
the leading cause of death of
one in every three black men
between the ages of20 to 24. I
believe that African American
men will face an uphill struggle to maintain a decent quality of life.
America, will you help to
change a dying and diseased
black male into a living,
healthy black male? Remem•
ber the Ethiopian proverb:
"When spider webs unite, they
can tie up a lion." In 1993, the
lions of poverty, violence, ignoranee and apathy are alive and
strong.

Setting the record straighl
We, deans within the Divisions of Academic Affairs and Health Affairs at Howard Uni•
versity, have read Dr. Franklyn G. Jenifer's
statement, "Setting the Record Straight", and
find it to be a fair and accurate account of the
background and issues concerning the controversy about the new faculty handbook.
!n addition to being deans, we are also
tenured faculty members at Howard University an d a re as concerned about the academic
freedom as anyone. In both capacities, we
express our strong support for the approach
that President Jenifer has taken in this matter.
We agree that there arc provisions in the
faculty hadnbook about which reasonable people could disagree. The disagreement, however, s hould occur in an atmosphere characterized by reasoned debate, mutual respect and
collegiality. We urge all members of our University community to avoid the use of hyperbole, inflammatory rhetoric or irresponsible
conduct.
It is critical that we conduct ourselves in a
manner that will support and strengthen the
basic values and goals of our beloved Howard
University.

Letter to the Editor:
Jenifer has some faculty support
no-confidence vote) distressing
and distorted. 'lb my knowledge,
no poll of the entire faculty has
been taken. The ooosensusofthe
16-member Senate Committee is
not one that I share Fbr those of
us whooonstitute the backbone of
the teaching faculty, the new vrei·
tioo regardingtem.irnis oot threatening. In fact. I believe that an
institution must have the ability
to rid itself of non-productive foo,-

Rnymond G. Doha.rd

Dear President [Franklyn G.]

Jenifer:
Please aa:ept this letter as indication ofmy support ofyour presidency. As a 19-year veteran of
quality teaching and creative
research, I find The .HILUI'OP
article (Oct. 1, 1993 The HILLTOP, which spoke of the faculty's

This i s in response
to D r . Russell Adams'
co l umn, "Afrocentricity Defined at Howa r d"
(Oct. 8). Though it
was stated that the
co l umn was just an
overview of what Afrocentricity is, it neverthe l ess,
left more
questions from the
iss u es it raised .
Fo r instance the
col umn argues at least
indirectly that the
H oward administration h as a l ways suppo r ted t h e Afr i cance n tered concept even
befo r e
the
word
b ecame en vogue. If
this is true, why was
stu d ent demand necessa r y to establish the
Afro-A m er i can Studies Department 1n
1969.
D r. Adams also

noted that some 131
courses have an Afrocentric emphasis. But
what about the thousands of other courses
offered at Howard? If
they ore not Afrocen•
tric, what arc they?
This point is especially relevant with many
Humanities and Phr
losophy courses that
glorify Greeks and so
called Greek culture.
It would seem tha t
minimal requirement
of anyone who pro•
motos Afrocentriijm
wou l d be able to
reso l ve the debate on
the originators of
Western civilization the Greek,; or the
Egyptians. Spenking
of the Greek,;. Howard
also maintains flour•
ishing Greek letter
fraternity and sorority organizations Are

ward.

I find it fuscinat:ing that~
faculty have so much timeoott
hands that they are able to~
in defurnation. Plca;;e know d
you have my support.
Rayrrwnd G Dobard is an<m
al.e pro{esso,:

they too Afroccn t r ic?
\Vithout eve1
addressing the poo·
defense of not lin kin
A fro cent r ism
w itc
Pan-African1sm,
seem~ Dr. Adam lrl
too many question
unanswered. Thert
fore. Howard has ,
long way to go from 1t
current, limited, frag•
mented and above al
surface Afrocen
trism to
trul
embracing 1n Afrocen
tric perspective na 1
Univcn,ity-widc cur
riculum foundation.
Tracy Boyd is a sen10:
study1 ng
Africa•
Str,d,es.

--

Bryan Jay Parker is the HUSA
Coordinator for Health and
Human Services.
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to see who the real victims are.

It is imperative that we
blacks unite and see that
white people have a lmost
never, and almost never will do
anything that is in the best
interest of blacks. The a uthor
of the ar_ticle must also realize
t~at white people do not need
him to defend them. It's us
who see gen?cide as an unfortunate reahty looming overhead who a re in need of
defense. If_the au~h?r cannot
say anythmg positive about
blacks who have seen fit to
defend other black people and
attacks those who have only
de~onstrat_ed an intense
deSire to rt d t he world of
black~, then he need not say
anythmg at all. I~ would be
much more beneficial to us, as
a _people, if he and others like
him would stop a~tacki~g their
own and would Just sit back
~~~d': atc~.100
as we attempt to
na
·
To ·ne
Ar / iisi Coates is in the ColLege of Arts and Sciences.

ulcy ifthe universityi,; to ma.-eb

Letter to the Editor:
How Afrocentric is Howard

Letter to the Editor:
Black racism i~ an_oxymoron
the cnmes of a cnmtnal group,
I was somewhat upset by an w1th white people, who have
article that appeared in The made a career out of raping
HILLTOP Perspectives(Sept. and pillaging the world, is a
10, 1993). The article, as far as joke. It is like attacking a flock
I am concerned, was extreme• of sheep deciding to fight back
ly negative and way off base. against a pack of wolves.
T~e author, ins~ead of deali~g
The author picks an easy
wit~ the real issue of white target in attacking black peoracism (the only real racism), pie. It's the Amerikkkan way
att~cks a fictit!ous enemy, to attack black people, and its
wh1ch he_ conveniently deems easy to attack your own people
black racism.
since white Amerikkka will
The author says in the arti- always support you. What is
cle t hat blacks who term not so easy, is to go against the
whites as devils are just as grain and not attack the victim
bad as whites who condemn but to take the criminal to task
blacks as inferior. This could for his crimes. White people
not be farther from the truth. have never and never will be
If you look at the historic and victims of black racism since
current treatment of black there is no such thing. Black
people by whites, "devil" is not racism is an illusion, wielded
too strong a word to use when by the powers that be used to
describing whites. Blacks, on make whites out to be'victims
the other hand, to this very But one need only look and
day try to love white people examine who has enslaved and
a nd appreciate them, even who has been enslaved, who
though they almost always are has killed and who has been
with some form of killed, who oppresses and "vho
.rewarded
.
,
mJustice. To compare blacks, is oppressed, and who is on
who are not afraid to call out top and who is on the bottom

-

Or. Lawrence Johnson, School ofBusint,.
Dr. Jannete Dates, School ofCommunicaL
Dr. Gene Gary-Williams, College of At
Health Sciences
Mr. Harry Robinson, HI, School of Archit«t.
and Planning
Or. Clarence Lee, School of Arts and Scie:
Dr. Eleanor I. Franklin, School of Contia
Education
Or. Robert Knight, College of Denistry
Dr. Clarence Newsome, School of Divinity
Or. Portia Shields, School of Education
Or. M. Lucius Walker, Jr., School ofEngin
ing
Or. Jeff Donaldson, College of Fine Arts
Dr. Orlando Taylor, Graduate School of Art,
Sciences
Dr. Charles Epps, Jr., College ofMedicini
Dr. Dorothy Powell, College of Nursing
Dr. Wendell Hill, Jr., College of Pharmacy
Pharmacal Sciences
Dr. Richard English, School of Social Wort
The Honorable Henry Ramsey, Jr., Scho
Law
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A nigga is some self-hating,
self-dehumanizing creature that
the dcvi 1created here. Whether
one likes it or 1101, this is how
Africans who refer 10 themselves as niggas project themselves 10 the world. And if you
don't respect yourself, then no
one will.
So whether they be "my niggas," "they niggas," ''big niggas" or "fine niggas," they are all
the same niggers, and white people look at us, laugh and say,
"dumb niggers.''

Rardy do I feel moved 10
~,pond to letters that express
"NH0ntrary 10 mine. Howevafter re adi ng Thucuma
~unara 's letter discussing the
iigger:· I felt compelled to
,peak.
The use of nigger by Africans
refer to one another reflects a
l of knowledge of our hi store When one looks at the origin\
:i nigger, one find~ that it is a
xrivative of negro, which is a
xrivative of the Greek word
·nccro," which means dead.
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hey Mellencamp
'Two weeks ago was in the
1
Blackburn Center headed for the
,llllpus store when I noticed a
·.ice-looking young black man
!l'ing away movie posters and
-tiling an newspaper/magazine
:illed Artistic Pedigree. All of
:!le movie posters surrounding
\ii booth on the ground noor
~Wl a11racted me to the magaZllle that he was selling. The
:ugazine. printed on Mandard
".Cwsprint. had the cast from
living Single" on the cover so
Idecided 10 buy the paper and
fCI the free poster from the
'!IOvie "'Bopha.'·

But not before I found out a
little information on the guy selling the paper. His name is Preston Jenkins and he is a senior in
the College of Fine Arts. The
newspaper/magazine that he was
selling was his. He owns it. publishes it, edits it and obviously,
he markets it.
Needless to say. I was
impressed. Not only because he
was so young and positive, but
because the paper looked belier
than some other newspapers currently on the market. And I'm
sure the owners are much older
than Preston Jenkins.
I was really impressed with
his a11irudc. He is so positive,

self-motivated and profound. He
didn"t view me as a dollar sign.
He viewed me as a valuable
reader and even gave me a number to call to offer some suggestions on how to make the paper
even better. And when I went
home to read Artistic Pedigree,
J was even more ·unpressed. I
read all of the articles. l could
relate to all of the articles. Anistic Pedigree included excellent
articles and reviews about
recording artists Toni Braxton.
Lenny Kravitz and Ziggy Marley. It also included book
reviews on Pearl Clcagc's Deals
With The Devil and Marita
Golden's Wild Women Don't

Wear No Blues. In essence,
Artistic Pedigree was very well
done.
What I will remember the
most about my five-minute convcrsation with Preston Jenkins is
what he said when I said "It's
nice 10 see young black men
doing positive things." As he
looked me straight in the eyes he
said, ever so politely. '"you've
been reading 100 many newspapers land watching 100 much
television. There are many more
brothers doing positive things
than negative things. And don't
get caught up with how young I
am. You have to rememberthere
are 22-year-old brothers mak-

ing major motion pictures and
making them well.''
He was right. Without being
rude, what he was really saying
was that we should nut be surprised when young black men
are doing positive things. We
should be surprised they do neg· things.
·
ative
Needless 10 say, r look at
things differently now because
of Preston Jenkins and Artistic
Pedigree. For one dollar ( the
co I of the newspaper) I got a
poster, entertainment news and
information and an education
that you will not get in a classroom. I learned 10 expect great
things from my brothers and sis-

ters. And I now know that when
we are shown in a negative light
it is the exception rather than the
rule.
Notwithstanding the fact that
he is a Howardite. Preston Jenkins is expected to do great
things. Notwithstanding the fact
that he is only 22-year-old, Preston Jenkins is doing great
things. Notwithstanding the fact
that , yes, there are a lot of brothers doing great things, I am still
impressed by Preston Jenkins
and his Artistic Pedigree.
Tracy Mellencamp is a Howard
s111dem.

Animal S have rights in biology lab too:
Aletter from the Humane Society of the United States
Dr. Jonathan Balcombe

I will always remember
the small, dead, black and
i1nk, squint-eyed. piglet I
purchased in a sec- throu gh
flastic pouch for $9 from a
helf at the back of the camfu1 bookstore. I remember
tying the four tiny cloven
hooves 10 the edge of the
li1sec1ion tray with rubber
binds and the animal lying
there prostrate, sp lay'cgged. tongue protruding. J
rimembcr the first incision
down the chest and belly,
the soft skin spl i11in g open.
My pig was just one of
hundreds of I housands of
' t11mals killed that yea r for
u1c in college dissections.
Tbis year will be no different. New shipments of cats
from the shelters and the

II

streets. dogfish from the
gill nets and fetal pigs from
the slaughterhouse will
arrive for the general biology or the compa rati ve
anatomy courses. Dissecting trays will be plunked
out of cupboards and slithcry, gray. lifeless bodies
will be plunked onto them.
Sometime this spring or
fall, the smell of formaldehyde will permeate the biology halls as the annual ritual of dissection is once
again carried out.
ln the physiology labs,
100, life will be taken from
sentien t creatures while students lool-.. 011 with mixed
emotions. Pithing probes
and circular saws will
invade the bodies of frogs
and turtles so their still-living body parts can be

watched and manipulated.
Once again, anima ls will be
made lifeless, both literally
and symbolically - educational resources used , then
discarded.
J also remember asking
myself if all of this is okay.
Should an animal die so I
can see exactly how a pancreas connects to a small
intestine? Does my education justify the gassing of a
stray or abandoned cat, the
"harvesting" of wild frogs
or the exsanguination
(bleeding out) of a pregnant
pig? Wi ll this exercise foster respect for the environment in my genera tion of
policy-makers? Is it possible 10 affirm life while
extinguishing it? I eventually answered " no."
By the time I was a grad-

uate student teaching biology labs, I made sure my students gave thought 10 these
matters and decided for
themselves whe th er they
would dissect. Many of
th em wouldn't. They had to
submi t a statement 10 the
course coordinator explaining their objection to the
exercise, and they had to
allend classes and take the
exam like all the other students. But they didn't buy a
pig, they didn't dissect and
they did well on the exam.
If you arc 10 take a
course in which animals
will be harmed, you too,
needn't harm animals. As a
student. you are entitled to
an education that isn't
adverse to your sincere
beliefs, and there are many
ways to learn animal struc-

ture and function that don't difference. Change comes
involve the termination of not from quiet acquiescence
an animal's life. Today, t o dubious practices; it
there is an abundance of comes about when those
computer programs. video practices are questioned and
discs, models, se lf-study challenged. As your college
modules, charts and manu- experience unfolds, you can
als 10 help you learn with- wander through it as one
out harming any animals.
would an art ga llery or you
Non-invasive field study can participate actively in
is ano ther excellent "alter- it. l recommend the latter
native" to many traditional option. Inv est in it with
exercises. Moreover, a your conscience as well as
growing number of pub- your mind. If you believe
lished reports are revealing it's time for a change in how
that students are saying animals fit into college edu"no'' 10 harming animals in cation, do your part to bring
th
their schoolin g. The avail- about at change.
ability of alternatives and
the number of dissection Dr. Jonathan Balcombe is a
biologist and assistant
choice policies arc rising
director for Ed11ca1ion with
s teadily.
The Humane Society of the
But it is only by speakUnited States.
ing out - politely but firmly - that you will make a

. '
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Society, not male aggression,.~~;'!!!,~~.!~-~~~,~~~~~
'I.. •

Paul Arnold

or what constitutes sexual assault. may or ~iay no1 have wamcd 10
To many fem inist "rape awareness" engage in sexual. ac1rv11y bu1
I am a rapist of women. I have vigi I antes. this interprctati_o_n bcc~usc male intenuo~s were 01hbeen one for a number or years, includes being ridiculed. hum1l1- erw,se, and fomale resistance was
and I offer no apologies for my aied or pressured. either verbally either absenl or passive, sex
actions. You see, what I consider of'emoti onally, into an unwanted occurred. Am I a rapist for folrape to be and what many cham- predicament. To me, it means lhe 10:vi~g natural urges? Is a man a
pions of the "rape crisis move- door is 1er1 wide open for women crnnmal because he somehow verment" consider rape 10 be are 1wo who engage in sexual activity with bally or~mo1ionally_"pre~sures" a
totally different things. Let me me 10 cry "rape" if 1hey foci con- woman mto sex w,i h his sweet
J ·
lk? 1
Jd h
I
explain.
fused or uncertain aboul I 1e s11u- ta · • wou
ope no ·
.
Apparently many Howard UmWhen most people think about ation arterwards.
I cannot remember how many v..,rsi1y women feel as I do_, if you
rape, the usual image is that of a
times
I have me1 a woman some- take a look al Howard Umvcrsuy
lone victim walking alone at night
where
and eventually persuaded Security crime report records for
suddenly being attacked and vioher
come
home with me "just to 199 I and 1992. Only one instance
1
0
lently raped ')Y a crazed stranger.
talk.''
Then
later
on, after consen- or rape was reported on campus
However, the more enlightened
sual
sex,
she
feels
reserva1ions during each or these years. Howrealize that acquaintance rape or.
"the numbers arc m·isleadas it is more popularly known, about having gone so for wi1h me. ever,
"date rape," occurs far more often Should J feel guilty because I knew ing." according to Lawrence DawJ had more than conversation on son the director of Howard
than the stereotypical model.
Date rape is a very real crime, my mind? Ask any man how many Uni~ersity security "Date rape is
and its perpetrators should be pun- limes he's been on the couch wi1h a very underrcport~d crime due 10
.
the emb•r·rassment women feel
ished. However, I have a problem a girlfriend, when she asked h1m
to
..
·
a,id
the lack or co11fid•'nce
1hey
with a frightening new trend com- stop his advances because tlungs
~
·
n
ihe
systern."
have
h
1
d
ing out of the "rape crisis move- were gelling 100 ho1 an cavy.
Every Semester Howa.rd Secu ment.'' II is 1he allempt 10 expand but he continued anyway and even·
,
y
ofCers acquaintance rape
r
1
r
the definition of rape and, by con- tually had sex with her. More o ten
'
'
'
than
not,
he
will
tell
you
he
can't
awareness
seminars for in1eres1ed
sequence, label me and count less
remenlbe r. While these actions students. At 1hese programs,
other men as rapists.
In 1989,lhe Stanford Rape Edu- may be insensitive, they certainly women are educated about the
dangers of date rape and how theyl
cation Project included "psycho- are 1101 criminal.
In
both
instances,
1he
woman
can avoid sticky situations because
logical coercion" in its definition

as_ Da~s~n pu1
d women
think no means no, an v the
lhmk 1h,1;Y can act howe er
Y
want 10.
. ~ II
DC
Howa rd Security O o~vs :k ·
laws and treats dale rape J~t h ke
they would any other rape. i:; ·fully, th~ Umvers11y_h_as not ~• en
an ambiguous ~~s1110n akin to
th ose or th e femmtSIS.
.
Another problem l have w11h 1he
..
v
nt" is
n~w awareness mo e~ewith the attempt by fem1111st~ 10
use the supposed date rape crisis as
another example of male opp!ession of women. In facl, I beheve
1ha1 a large reason there may have
been an increase in date rape ac1,vily in this country is a direct result
of the feminist agenda of the I 960s
and 70s. By tirelessly fighting for
equali ty and sexual liberation, the
feminists have created an environment that fosters date rape. It ·s
the same environment that allowed
Desiree Washington 10 naively
v'1si1 Mike Tyson·s hotel room al
1wo in the morning.
Contemporary women are
exposed to pressure for casual sex
much more often than their mot hers would have been, simp~y
because they put themselves 1n

been taught to freely discuss and
ex lore her sexuality. That's fine.
when a man misinterprets a
8
oman's inten tions you cannot
~ bel 'h. .
'st ·
a Th~mw~~f:~a-te rape problem
Id be solved if the feminists
cou
ed th . rrorts on build~~nc~nt'.:~men ~•~:ead of tearing
dg P
M h
always presown men. en ave,
sured women for sex and they
lwa s will That will never
ah· y Wh I. ho Id change is the
c ange.
?s ~
h
pervasive v.'e~v o women as I e
perpetual v,cums of man. ..
. Would advocates of th~, rape
cns1s awareness movement _deny
that women are capable and mded I
h
pendent? "".'ould they ~c are ! at
womenaremnaielypasSave,spmeless and easily exploited? I don't
think so. Why then, do they s~ek
to bolster images thal depict
· ·
·h
women as hap Jes_ s v1c11m_ s Wll ou t
control over their own hves. . d
Supposedly, women are 1rame
and culturally indoctrinated not to
.
•
h · Th
quesuon peop!e m ~ut onty. . e
Howard Un1vers11y Security
·
acquaintance
rape handbook goes
so far as 10 claim that because
women are taught they are weak

Ji

Greek letter organizations
must stop arguing, unite
Adrian and Shaunda Barrett
Calling ALL Greek-lettered
organizations . . . what is the
problem? We say we all stand
for the same things: community servic-e , scholarship, uplifting the African race, striving
for the perfection of manhood
or womanhood, brotherly or
sisterly love and to provide positive role models for our young
African-American brothers and
sisters. So why do we argue
and bicker over petty issues that
won't help us build a greater
tomorrow?
The oldest of our organizations, Alpha Phi Alpha was
founded in 1906. Those men
paved the way for AfricanAmerican males in fraternity
life. In 1908, some very capable
women formed the first sorority, Alpha Kappa A lpha for
African-American women.
Since that time several other
organizations were founded
including our Phi Beta Sigma
and Zeta Phi Beta. However,

Hq I ·rn

f\1J$~

strength ,s unfon11mne, a soc1.
environment conducive to rape·
is created. Why have we come I(
characterize women as unconfi.
denl and pliable beings, despen111
to please men?
One way lo ameliorate the dak
rape problem is 10 encourag1
women to be more self-confidenL
What kind or subliminal messag1
does it send when we tell wome:r
that we don't expect them 10 be
able to withstand "verbal or eme>
11 nal pressure" from a man
w~r:ien are ca able of more tha:
P
that.
bottom line is tha1 Set
The
.
d
sh_oul~ not be viewe as some,
by men
Ih m~ •:Posed on women
. . hal
Unul I at pop~ 1ar not,1on ,s c ·
lenged, we hw,II ~on~~~e- 10 sec
situa_uo~s w ere ~dort a s ~n commumcat,on, con I encc an expc·
J d eople 1n troublt
rience
,an h P_ d eloped be)On.1
.
unIess_)0U
a_,e_
ev
h
I d
do me a favor. If
tI at pomtk a ,es,
•
over 10 m
ever as you I~ come
• >
I
"I talk "JUSI say "no '
P ace 0 ' ,
·

Paul Arnold is an Editorial writtr
for The Hilltop.
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this is not a history lesson, but not only sending a negative
a gen uine plea for our fellow message to those who are not
members of Greek-le1tered members, but we are also ignororganizations to rise to the high ing great s 1rength and
standards that our founders resources.
When we finally graduate
have set for us.
Black fraternities and soror- into the real world, many of us
ities have not on ly enriched the will see how great-but also
lives of their members but have how small-our organizations
also made great contributions 10 really are. Some of us will be
society as a whole. Each orga- glad 10 see that Kappa or that
niza1ion has an impressive ros- Sigma Gamma Rho that we
ier of members who have m ade didn't associate with in our
their marks in history. But it is undergraduate years.
not necessarily the organizaTn the final analysis. who
tions that they belonged 10 that cares who "'pledged" the hardmade them great but their com- est, or who originated a step?
mitment 10 their people and The fact of the mailer is that
their hard work.
there is a l01 of work 10 be done
This is a point that we 1hink in our community, so let's get
needs to be reiterated. Whether busy! Remember, it is not the
Alpha or Omega, AKA or organiza1ion that makes us
Delta, we all pledged our lives grea1, but it is what we bring 10
to improve our communities. ln the organintion that makes it
order to accomplish this goal, great.
we have 10 come toge ther.
Gangs fight over colors, not Adrian Barrell is a Howard
intelligent col lege-educa1ed U11i1•ersity alumnus, and his
men and women. By being so wife, Shaunda, is a graduating
parochial in our scope, we arc senio,:
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Fraternal organizations Inust end color '\Var
Roosevelt Carter II

1916. Phi Sigma Pi became an same co lors, the Internationhonor fraternity in 1966, and al Fraternity of Delta Sigma
Once again, it's on! Or is in the late I 970s it became Pi (founded in 1907), and
it?
coeducational. Its Alpha Tau Omega Psi Phi Fraternity, Inc.
Recently, Howard Universi- Chapter was es tab I ished at (founded in 1911 ). A lo t of
t y has been experiencing a lot Howard University in 1991.
brothers and sisters in my fraof "color" problems. Some of
Forget the history for now ternity wear these colo rs with
these problems are internal, because the problem does not pride but not wi thou t ridicule
some are external. Some are lie with the fraternity's histo- and cr i1icism.
seen, and some aren't seen.
ry or the men and women
For instance, one day a
The problem I am about 10 involved in the great organi- brother in my fraternity was
discuss has not been seen by zation. The problem can be walking on "the Yard" with
many, but now it is time to s umm ed up in three words: his Phi Sigma Pi T-shirt on.
bring this problem 10 light. I purple and gold.
There were also members of
am a member of Phi Sigma Pi
Purp le and gold arc our Omega Psi Phi on "the Yard."
National Honor Fraternity, an organization's colors. There As my brother was walking
organization founded on a are two other fraternities on toward his destination, one
white campus in Missouri in this campus that have th e member of Omega Psi Phi

ye lled, "Take that s-t off,
Melvin Farmer!"
This has not just happened
once; there have been many
occasions where my brothers
and sis ters have been
ridiculed by members of
Omega Psi Phi for wearing
purple and gold.
I feel that organizations
choose their colors for various reasons and symbolisms.
No fraternity or so rority can
copyright a color. I don't
think that the founders of my
fraternity were concerned
that two fraternities before
them had similar colors, but

1hen again my fraternity was go ld thang." It is such a pell)
not founded at Howard Uni- issue to me, but I don't want
versity, where it seems 10 me 10 see this pe11y issue develop
that having the same color of into some large, unnccessar)
someone else's Greek-le1tered connict. Instead of criticizing
organization violates an and ridiculing the fine men
unwrilten color law.
and women who earned the
I would understand the right 10 become brothers and
critici sm and ridicule if my sisters of Phi Sigma Pi (whom
fraternity were trying 10 l love so dearly), why 1101 try
impersonate another Greek- 10 find out why things are the
l et1ered organization, but way they are. Maybe then, we
we're not! These are our col- won't suffer from a lack of
ors, too. This is not Los knowledge.
Angeles and fraternities are
not gangs (God, I hope 1101) ! Roosevelt Carter II is a senior
I wrote this article to shed majoring in political scienct.
some light on this "purple and

Keeping church, state and homosexuality separate
Rev. Derek Grier
A word of caution: This
article is written to the
thoughtful but should be
avoided by those given to
kn ee-j erk reactions .
In the middle ages, an
aberration of Christianit y
emerged. This "Christianism" became a state rel igion for the Roman Empire
and helped spawn what we
term, T he Dark Ages. During this period, Bibles were
kept from the common peopie and chained to pulpits.

Indulgences were sold to
the desperate masses to
ensure the "salvation" of
themselves or some departed loved one. This religious
order was ruthless. The
church had gone 10 bed
with world system and
begot a mon ster. Until
Christ himself returns 10
establish His earthl y kingdom, th ere must remai n a
separation between church
and state.
The Bible teaches in the
Epistle to the Romans that
the origins of th e church

and state are in God. Furth ermore, members of the
spiritua l church must obey
civi l law, unless they are in,
opposition to the Laws of
God (Acts 5:29). Thus, the
church should take an
aggressive stand against the
sta te on ly when the
chu rch's exercise of divine
law is reasonably hindered.
To a11emp1 to tran sfo rm
America into a Christian
nation is blasphemous.
America was never a Christian nation. Our forefathers
have the scars on their

backs to prove it. Howbeit
in America, during slavery
and currently, thrives a
weak but certain Christian
church.
This nation has a right
to legali ze homosexuality.
However, when government
demands that my children
s tudy and accept it, t he war
is on. If the day comes that
1 am sued for being unwi 11ing to perform a homosexua l wedding, the war is on.
If l am considered at best
narrow-minded, bigoted
and even hateful for cham-

pioning heterosexuality as
God's plan for humanity,
based on conviction and
reason, what designation
should be g iven to the
naysayers that base their
presumption on passion and
experience?
I love homosexuals.
Their I ives are equally as
valuable as fornicators and
adulterers of which many
of us are or have bee n.
However, I must have a
right equa l to those who
disagree to say in any
forum that homosexuality is

a result of choice. If some
can parade down Pennsyl vania Avenue to declare
that this painful lifestyle is
O.K. and even desirable,
perhaps a writer could be
allowed to write, repent!
God l oves you and he will
heal you of all you r discases.

Rev. Derek Grier is fo1111der
of Song of Faith Churches
of North America.
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Bu) Bond, for JU" a few
dollars each payd•y through
yourcmploytr, U.S. Saving,
Bond, P,yroll $3\lng, Plan.

more alTordable? For more
information. a . . ~ )·Our cmplO}'Cf

or banl. or "nte·
US. Sa, m~, Bond, O"
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0~ buy them at your banl.
What could be ca,icr? Or
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" H ovv Well Do Y o u
Handle Risk?"
We manage risk rather than just execute transactions.
Our dynamic staff, heavy on technical expertise, conttnually pioneers new ways to creatively engineer and
manage large portfolios of derivative instruments. Toe
courage to take risk, fly in the face of tradition and strong
analytical orientation are essential to succeed in our
meritocratic environment. As a dominant force in the
markets, oor • traders are feared and respected on
options exchanges.• (WSJ 12/12/91)
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For a recorded message of
curttnl nue Information .

·Swiss Bank Corpora1.oo and the O' C)IVIO( PartnerShlps have recently inlegrated certam business actMtios. Total •ntegration ol
O'Connor & A$$0dales businesses will be corT'l)lele once necessaty regulatoty approval$ have been received.
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O'CONNOR & ASSOCIATES

call 1-800•4US BON D
1-800--187-2663

1:."'~"'~

I

O'Connor & Associates is the premier mathemattcally•
oriented derivatives trading fi rm. As a key
component of the O'Connor Partnerships·. we have
defin ed state-of-the-art trading and risk
management of North American eq uity related
instruments. Attend our on-campus Presentation or send
particulars to: O'Connor & Associates. Attn: Human
Resources-Recruitment. 141 W. Jackson, Chicago, IL
60604.We are an equal opportunity employer.
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HOWARD UNIVERSITY

The Official
Fashion Show
After Party

Official
Comedy .Jam
After Party

Tuesday,
October the

Thursday
October the
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will be on sale
throughout the week ol
Homecoming activities.
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US envoy calls for changes 1n
Students offer relief
to earthquake victim.s United Nations' organization
By Kimbe rl y M . Bryant
Hil llop Staff Wr iler
As a res ult of 1he earthquake th at shook India's
Southwestern heart land of
Maharashtra on Sep t. 30.
t he Asian S tuden1s Association has organized a fund to
help ease the suffering of
abou l 20,000 victims.
"It is a •.. 1ragedy. Our
sincere condolences go out
to t he fam ilies of the victims," said Venugopa l Muttangi, president of ASA .
While offers of a id have
been coming in from Pakistan. Russia and the United
St ates, t he ASA members
have crea ted 1he Ind ian
Earthquake Relief Fund to

10 aid relief opera1ions in
India .
~ The associa1ion is asking
1hat students and facu l1y to
assist them wi1h dona1 ions.
The money collec1ed wi ll be
1urned over 10 1he American
Red Cross.
The ln1erna1ional Siudenls Associa1ion offered i1s
sympa1hy 10 1he Indian peopie in a sta1emen1 and ca lled
upon all Howard studenls
"lo give generously 111 the
face of this horrib le human
iragedy."
The ear1hquake 1ha1
rocked the western siate of
Maharas1ra at 3 :56 a.m.
(6:26 p.m. EDT) with a force
of 6.4 on 1hc rich1er scale
ki l led more than 1 1,000

1hous.ind people and_ lefl
1housands of people , n,ured
and homeless.
Dona1 ions wi ll be collccted on Monday. Oc t. 25
and can be made ou1 10 ~he
American Red Cross-Indian
Earthquake Relief.
For informa1 ion on where
dona1ions will be collected
contacl Ven ugopal Mu11angi
at (202) 526-0938, Anad
Koia (202) 635-6256 o~
Kan ,shka Malawaraarachch1
a1 (202) 232-3055.
. T_he Asian Students Ass~c 1a11on, a recogmzed umversity organiza1ion, works
10 promote Asian culture
and greater harmony at
Howard University.

International flags to brighten
Howard homecoming festivities
By O m ow a l e El son
Hilllop Staff Writer
ore 1han I 00
interna1ional
flags
are
expected to be
d i splayed around the
perimeter of "'The Yard"
on Friday. Oc1. 29. as
part of the Internat ional
Fes t ac t ivities of Howard
Homecoming celebrations.
A parade of flags w i ll
start at 10 a.m. in t he
"va ll ey." move on 10 5th
S t reet and 1hen to ·'the
Yard:·
According to Miche lle
Skee te, parade coord i nat or. the day is expected

M

to be a very colorfu l
event as in1ernational
students are expected 10
wear their national dress.
She said 1he parade is
a lso open to a l l s1udents
who want 10 express so l idarity with 1he in1ernational students.
More than I 00 foreign
embassies have been
asked to loan their coun1ries' flags and many
have responded. Skeete
said.
Marching under Homecoming's 1hcme, ·'Culture
In Motion," the parade
wi II create an awareness
of the various national
colors, costumes and
flags of t he Howard

international community.
she said.
From 2 p.m . to 6
p.m. in the Armour J.
Blackburn Cen1er Audi1orium. a series of 15 minute videos will be
shown on life in severa l
countries in the in1erna1ional body. including
countries
in Africa.
As i a, the Caribbean,
Europe, Latin Americ.a.
the Middle East and the
Near and Far East.
S1udents interested in
the parade are asked 10
contact Skeete a1 8064050 or Gale Baker at
865-2415 or 806-454 7.

By Kim berly M . Bryant
Hilltop Staff Writer
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•

As the spiritual bounds of the
Howard University Gospel Choir
fell upon the ears of a11cndants to the
recent UN Celebration, key speaker
Edward J. Perkins rose to 1he platform expressing a need for change in
the Uni1ed Nations.
"1 he United Nations will be what
its member nalions want it to be.
[The year) 1995 marks the 50th E
anniversary of the UN. It is time to£
take a _look_ ar?und a~d sec where we
are gomg,' said Perkins, ambassador "'
designate 10 Australia, as he$
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addressed an audience at the celebration·s grand opening at the
Armour J. Blackburn University comminee system of the general
Center Oct. 2.
assembly is in fact useful. How can
In light of changing times, 3 body as large as the general ass~mPerkins urged 1he UN to revol utionbe
. ·
I work"mgs ·m mam·
bh·- formulate it,elf so it can
useii:e its tra,I1t1ona
1aining an equilibrium in this new fu l as a world body, a world legiSlaworld order.
tion body and a world operational
He proposed that the UN get body?'"
involved in debatable issues, such ns
The general assembly is comfhe implementation of a hun~an prised of all UN members. Each
rights organization and 1he creauon nation may send as mnny as five
of a Munding military force.
delegates, but each nation has only
Further, Perkins added: "There
is a question about whether t he one vote.

The assembly has no enforce
powers, but it can recommend ac ·
by other UN bodies or by mem
n·•t·ions.
~
Perkins also sugge,ted sev
changes that he said would imp
the UN's security council . Ones
gestion called for an increase in pa
manent members of the secur"
council.
·'Japan wants to be a perma
member and so does Germany,
there have been some que\tio
about whet h er we s h o u Id ha

..'f-.·.,.•i-✓•
.

collapse of the
regime of former military
dicrntor Siad
~ · --. · e
~ - · 1· .
Barre of Somaiii.·
'
.
- lia, the inlerna.\~.,,·.'~· ..
.. ..~
·.,
tional commu.,__ ~ .
~ ."'
/;.
nity
has
,
expressed concern abou1 the fa1e of the Somali people
and the responsibili1ies of the members of
the United Nations in lhe resolution of lhe
1Somali crisis. Wha1 propelled most of us
110 discuss the Somali crisis and 10 figure
~:., the best ways to address the pressing
i nroblems of 1bat society were the press
j reports of famine in 1ha1 purl of 1he world .
Bombaro:d daily with gruesome pietures of young and innocent faces of Somalia barely holding<..,, ,o !heir lives, and wor,, ~d aboul the trage ly that was bound 10
follow 1he breakdown 111 law and order in
Somalia, many people in 1he world com,.,uni1y started to agitale for action in
' ~omalia. The Muslim, African and Arab
I 'tat•s who should be the first to show con• • rn and i,11erest in what was happening in
the Republ ic of Somalia, responded slowly.
It is 1rue thn11hose that are in the immediate vicinity of Somal ia tried to mediate
between the competing fac1ions. but the
majority behaved as if 1he Somali tragedy
was just ano1her political imbroglio erupting in another par1of the world. The Egyptians, it mus1 be stated, 1ried to do something. The leaders of Dj ibouti, who are
, defi nitely affected by the trend of events in
Somal ia, showed some concern about what
was happening. The same w:1s true of
E1hiopia even though the new leaders of
Ethiopia recognized the long-standi ng
problem their coumry had with Somalia.
Unlike the leaders of the Muslim Arab
srn1es that share the same religion with
Somalia, the new leaders of E1hiopia d id
.01 share any religious affinities with the
Somali people and !heir interest in and
involvement with the latest crisis in Somalia could best be explained by their concern
about peace in their neighborhood.
In examining the state of affairs in
Somalia, it should be pointed out that five
major developments have taken place since
the overthrow of former d ictator Siad Barre
in the early part of 199 I. The firs1 major
de ve lopme nt was the emergence of a
Hobbesian stale of nature in Somalia. This
. ;~.
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Prime Minister Sandiford suffers mild heart attack
Hilltop Staff Writer

Community Heads of Government Summ ~ at the
Hilton Hotel.

Prime Minister Erskine
Sandiford of Barbados suffered a "mild heart attack"
on Wednesday and was hospitalized in the intensive
care unit at the Mount
Hope Eric Williams Medical
Center in Trinidad and
Tobago. Sandiford, 65, was
attending the Caribbean

Twenty minutes into the
meeting that was discussing the North American Free Trade Agreement
and Drug Prevention in the
Caribbean, among other
issues, Sandiford leaned
forward on the conference
table, complained of chest
pains and was krus h ed to

By Omowal e E lson

developme111 in the East African s1a1e the state in Somalia. The absence of an
has tremendous consequences for 1he cffec1ive govcrnmen1 led to 1hc breakdown
Somali people. It has ended 1he social of law and order and the displacemen1 of
compact that kept the Somali people people who could no longer feed themwi1hin one socioeconomic system and selves or guarantee their safety. The UN
under one political roof. The collapse of intervention wa, seen by most of u, as .111
1he state ha, led to .. the war of all againsi e~tcrnal remedy to cure a poli1ical ailmcm
all.,, a nigh1mare described by Thomas of 1he Somali body poliuc
,\!though different interpretation, of
Hobbes several ccn1uries ago. The mosl
serious consequence of thh stale of affairs the UN involvemen1 in the Somali crisis
had been the loss of digni1y of the Somali have been made by Somalis and outsiders,
people and their inabili1y to mobilize tbe1r the foci remains that the end of bloodshed
individual and collecli"c resources to assert in Somalia can come about when 1he Somathemselves as members of 1be internotion- lis themselves come to 1he realization 1hat
al community of nations governed by 13ws. war is not :111 an,wcr, their individual and
The Somnli situa1ion. one musi sirong- collective digni1y can be rcs1ored only
ly st:11c, is a living testimony to 1hc poten- when they sit down and ncgo1iate a peacetial dcgcncra1ion of man in10 stale of pri- ful solution to their nn1ional problem.
The UN and the Western Powers that
mordial vio lence. By allowing their
passion, to rule their mental estates, and dominate the force, serving under lhc UN
unwilling 10 all(!w the forces of reason and umbrdla. by 1hemselves cannot resolve 1he
compromise 10 ru le 1hcir society, the so- problem. In fac1, the wuy the crisis is
called Clan leaders and Warlords of the unfolding ,ugges1, a new look at the role
Somali people have brought dcs1ruc1ion of the UN and its cffor1s nt peace-keeping
and devaslntion to their coun1ry. Their and peace mainlenance. If 1hc UN is to be
acts of violence do no1 only underline the effective, it must not allow 11sclf 10 be perabsence of a state in 1heir country bu1 it has ceived by Somalis as partban.
opened a Pandora's box whose con1ents
Being a multinational force, the UN has
were never suspected to be as destructive limited coherence and it\ efforts a t peaceof Soma li dignity and pride as we now keeping can become a reality only when
witness in our newspaper, and on our TV those who are po1e11tial bencficinric, of its
sets.
peace-keeping effor1s view it without tear
The second devclopmem which has and suspicion. So long as Somalis as a
taken place in Somalia is 1he marriage whole, or a sizeable portion of them, view
between nomndism and urban guerilla war- 1hc UN as partisan and compromised. 1he
fare. Being a country inhabited predomi- poli1icb of the nomadic Rambo (a creal!on
nantly by nomads and ruled since 1he last of Hollywood and the Pentagon) will concentury by an urban culture originally tinue to hold sway in Somalia. This hkcin~pircd by Islam but largely sirengthened. lihood surfaced recently when the lrnl ians.
in recem 1imes, by 1be military muscle of the former colonitcrs of the Somali people.
wes1ern colonizing forces. Somalia now felt it irnpoli1ic 1101 to open a door ofd iplobecomes an example of what h like ly to be matk opportunity for the renegade Genera slice of pol itical reality in 1he so-called al A1decd. Unless lhc externa l powers
Third World under the New World Order working wi1hin the framework of 1hc UN
What we now see in Somalia is the poten- come to the realization that in the politics
tial exploitation of poli1ical ecology by of ecological warfare. it is not guns that
dissidem groups either disillusioned with rule but people and 1hcir support , the
the current s1a1e of affairs in their countries SomaJi imbroglio will continue and a war
or badly 1errorized by an existing political of allri tion will bleed many a sold ier from
order whose custodians have lillle or no the peace-keeping forces.
legitimacy. What do we mean by polit ica l
ecology? Here we mean the exploitation of
Next week, pa rt 2: Deep r eligious SUS•
tbe human and non-human resources with- plcio n u nd e rmi nes the Soma li peacein a given ecosystem for the specific pur- keeping effort.
pose of terrori1ing, what is bclicwd to be,
The writer is lire forme, c/wirnwn of the
an external for interfering with a society's African Stuc/ics Depan111e111 at Howard
mode of self-government. This second U11i1•er,ity. A Gambian, Nya11g sen-e,J i11
development in the Somali case 1s linked to his cmmtrys foreign service i11 Somoli11.
the third development. the intervemion of Ethiopia, Egypt. Sudan, lmn and K11wait.
the Uni ted States and UN troops in Somalia.
This interven1ion was occasion by the
tragedy that accompanied the collapse of

the hospital in a wheel

E

chair," said Roxanne Gibbs,
associate editor of the Barbados Nation newspaper.
His doctors said he is in
stable condition but would
remain under observation
for 48 hours.

Have any ideas or sto-

Front Line Analysis
y Professor Sulayman Nyang
.
Since the
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The Crisis in Somalia- No Easy Answers
•
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ries you'd like to see on
the

International
page?
Contact the
International
editor-at .

806-6866
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Area hotels to profit from
h.omecoming festivities
lilop Staff Writer
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S1uden1s. parents and
.ends planning to stay in
·.,1els Homecoming Weekj in the Washington, D.C.,
,t3 for a reasonable price
.-1 may get spooked by the
-nces of hotel rooms.
Many of the hotels in the
~,1ric1 will average $ I 00 a
·;ht. and this may be just
·r a single room. In addi11. there i~ an I I percen1
1
•• 1el tax, plus an additional
11.50 per nigh1 charge. For
·,1ance, 1he Carslyle Suite
1 Dupolll Circle has single
JOmS priced al $ 1 19 for one
er,on and for 1wo people
tr31e is $ I 29.
But the hotel rates in the

District are cheaper during
the weekend compared to
during 1he week.
Barbara Jones, a reservation sales agent at the Capital Hilton loca ted on 16th
Street, N. W., says that many
of the hotels near the Convent ion Center will be
booked during the week
because of annua l fall convent ions many of the hotels
will host for different compames.
"We don't have as many
1rave\ers on th e weekends
because of business travelers
during the week. Also, some
of the prices will be lower
during the holidays," Jones
said. She advises homecoming guests 10 check in on Friday. Oct. 29. The Capital

Between the boundaries
.ck vf Malcolm X Park...

H enderson. The 12
acres of land form
boundar
These are jus t a the
between
the
Adams
w of the beautiful
,pects of the Mal- Morgan and Colum
lyo,3 Campbell
"!I Slaff Wrner

bbs,

lar-

r.

uld

on

)Im X Park, which
.ts next to the Park
iuare dormitory in
le midst of 15th,
:6th, Euclid and W
:reets, N.W.
Actor and Civil
'.ights Activist Dick
jregory has been
Jrested five times in

l

1e last few

weeks as
:e tries to save this
-storical park from
rug dealers.
Gregory has set up
· tent in the middle
1the park illegally,
·here he tries to
'ard off drug deal:/S and at the same
-me protest the
'ark's lack of securi•
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The Malcolm X
ark,
formerl y
own as The M erid':'il Hill Park, was
·iilt between 1912
· d 1936 n ear the
0tne of Sen. John

bia Heights neigh
borhoods.
But Gregory ma
remember the par
during the late 1960
and '7Os when it was
given the
"Malcolm X," fro
city council mem
b ers.

The French-styl
manicured lawns
with cascading foun
tains, pools, sculp
tures and statues
was a place for dif
ferent races to com
together for music,
picnics and, mor
imp ortantly, ralli es.
A commi ttee o
nearby resident s,
known as "Friend s o
Meridian Hill," vol
u n teer weekl y t
clean the trash, nee
dles and graffiti
painted walls in t h
park.

photo by Lloyd Alleyne

_AB usual the Howard Inn is already booked for Homecoming weekend

1--1:111011 c harges $250 per
111ght.
Many of the other hotels
contacted are already sold
out for Homecoming Weekend.
One of the belier priced
hotels is The Best Western

Skyline Inn located at Capitol & I streets, S. W. It has
single rooms at $69 and doubles at $79.
However some studen1s
say motels may be what outof-town guests are looking
for that weekend.

''If I were visiting from
out of town, I would just
need a place 10 lay my head:
you really don't need any1hing glamorous,'' said Wendell Roby, a Howard senior.
He suggests 1ha1 sllldents
check into the Super 8 Motel
at 50 I New York Ave, N.E.
Single rooms are $49.88 and
double rooms arc $52.88.
There is a IO percent hotel
tax.
Some people may find the
hotels in Maryland and Virginia to be cheaper, if they
don't mind the drive.
The Rosslyn Westpark
Hotel located in Arlington.
Va., has a special during the
Hallowee n. Homecoming
Weekend al $67 a night for
two beds. The room can

sleep up 10 four people at no
additional charge. Also in
Virginia. the hotel tax is 9.75
percent.
The Days Inn on 13th
Street in Silver Springs. Md ..
has single rooms for one person at $54.50 and single '
rooms for two people go for '
$58.50. The rate for double
rooms is $62.50 per night.
The Howard Universil) '
Hotel is sold out for homccom i ng and has been for
1
about three months. The
hotel does not give discounts
during homecoming or gradua1ion. The prices are S98
for a single and$ I08 plus tax
for double rooms. The regu
lar rates for students and parents are $68 for a single or
double.

Organization shows the ''caring'' side of D.C.
B~ Alexei Alexi~
Hilltop Staff Wrner
To the individuals who
work with D.C. Cares, volunteering is not for the public hero. It is the busi ness of
bringing together hosts of
talented men and women 10
meet the essential, everyday
needs of people in the community.
D.C. Cares has been
addressing such needs in
communities throughout the
District, since it was founded
in 1989. The organization
invites Howard students to
join in the group-sponsored
community work.
In Adams Morgan. volunteers serve meals to homeless
men who live in a medical
recovery facility called
Christ House. In Anacost ia,
volunteers get together to
clean up the Anacostia River
Watershed. In Columbia
Heights, volunteers renovate
homes that will later be sold
to low-income families.
Everything from AIDS to
the environment and everyone from disabled children
to the elderly is encompassed
in D.C. Cares' dai ly activities. What makes the organization so comprehensive and
diversified is that it works
through agencies and community organizations across
greater Washington. In other
words, a volunteer who is
sent to a shelter in Alexandria, Va., today might be
assigned to a children's center in Arlington, Va., tomorrow.
D.C. res idents are happy
with the work D.C. Cares has
done.
"I think they ' re one of the
best volunteer groups I've
ever worked with," said
Diane Roche , a former resident of Sursum Corda Village, a housing complex that
D.C. Cares has helped to renovate. Roche said that Sursum Corda received assistance from other volunteer
organizations, but D.C. Cares
was the "most consistent
group that came."
Meridian Hi II resident
Matthew Plagianes said the
presence of volunteers from
D.C. Cares and from the nonprofit organization, "Friends
of Meridian Hill," has
brought a substantial change
to the Malcolm X Park. "People were very concerned for
a wh ile," said Plagianes, "but
things have improved con-

side!ably,_ not only in crim e.
but 111 ma1111enance."'
r:,,tembe~s ~f "Friends of
Meridian Hill reported that
the park has seen a crime
reduction of 95 percc~t over
the past three years. It 1s also
free of 1~1e trash that used 10
abound 111 _the park, accord111g 10 Plagianes. Today, Malcolm X Park i_s a quiet getaway, where kids can gather
to play football on a warm
afternoon, mothers can wind
down as their toddlers roller
skate and Plagianes can relax
and read the evcn111g paper.
D.C. Cares has had an
impact. not only on its beneficiaries, but on the many
volunteers who have worked
with the organization.
Brooke Masters. a Cleve!and Park resident and
reporter for The \Vashington
Post, said she has enjoyed
being pan of D.C. Cares this
past year. "It's something you
can do even though you have
a demanding schedule." she
said.
Masters heads a project
that involves a community
service organization called
Barney!
Neighborhood
House. Masters and other
volunteers deliver meals 10
home-bound elderly men and
women in the upper Northwest section of D.C. "I feel
very strongly about this project," Masters said. " We are
providing a basic service.
Without us, some people
mi ght not have food to eat."
D.C. Cares volunteer
Gwen Davis, a secretary at
the law firm Shaw. Pittman,
Polls, and Trowbridge. goes
to Howard University Hospital the first Saturday of each

month. where she supervises
games and other activities in
~he pediatric ward. T_he proJecl has allowed Davis 10 do
everything from entertaining
t~ddlc~s in thc_"pl~y room" 10
d1apcr111g babies 111 1hc nursery. " I ~cl a sense of joy out
of h~(p111g _peo~le who need
help, Davis s:ud.
According to Robin Haytow11z, executive director of
D.C. Cares, the organization
staffs about 125 projects a
month. She said D.C. Cares
has_ been growing extraordinanly 111 terms of the number
of volunteers it recruits and
1he number of communities it

serves.
The only requirement for
becoming a volunteer is to
atlend an orientation meeting. Volunteers also arc able
to select which groups of
people 1hey would prefer to
work with. Tutoring, gorng
pla_ces wi th the elderly and
go ing on moun1a111 hikes
wi1h children are just some of
the activities D.C. Cares volunteers engage in.
D.C Cares is located at
2399 N St.. N.W. Person~
inter,.sted in join ng the orga•
nization should call (20?,)
663-9207.
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pcom1ng
Gospel Concert
Sunday, October 24, 1993

Sponsored by The Saint John Baptist De La Salle
Catholic Church
Music Ministry
Location: 5706 Sargeant Road, Chillum, Maryland
Donation: $7.
For more information call: (301) 559-3636.

National Hearings on Violence in the Child's
Life
at home, at school, on the streets
October 25-27
Location: National Education Association
Conference Center
1201 16th Street, NW
Will be broadcasted all day on Howard University
Public Television Station, WHMM Channel 32.

Howard University Homecoming Cabaret
Saturday, October 30, 1993
Sponsored by Audacity Productions
Alumni From All Ages Welcome
10:00p.m. -3:00a.m.
$15.00 Hu Students with ID
$20.00 General Admission
$25.00 At the Dor
For more information call: (202) 483-1709.
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INTERNATIONATJ
HU professor stresses im.port ance
of Afrocentric way of thinking
By Leslie Harris
Hi lltop Staff Writer

•
Howard University economics
professor and author of the book

Afrocemricity and African Nationalism Kofi Kissi Oompere wants
Africans at Howard University to
adopt Afrocentric thinking if they
are to free themselves from menial
sla\'ery.
Domperc was speaking on the
topic "For the Beuerment of Africa:
Defining Ourselves" at a meeting of
the African Students Association on
Oct. I 5 in the School of Bu,iness.
The meeting also discussed the surcharge and an up-coming conference on African unity.

"111e problem all blacks are facing is 1hat the minds we hold are
keeping us in bondage," Oompere
said. 'They are contrary to whal
will lead us to emancipation."
If black people were liberated
from mental slavery, Dompere said,
they could 1hen change the conditions that they are in. First black
people need to realitc thai they are
African no maucr whe"' they were
born.
"We are all offsprings from one
stock. We are all Africans and we
have to accept what we are," he said.
According 10 Oompere. after
black people accept that they are
African. anew African 1hough1 system built on unity can be created.

He also warned of the dangers of
having a Eurocentric frame of mind.
He stressed that an African needs to
be trained to think like an African.
nol to think like a European.
"An African can never be a European," he said.
This European mindset often
causes blac!., people to flee the cities
for the ;uburbs without contributing
to 1he black community, he said.
Dompere said education is essential to redeveloping the African
mind.
"Education and liberation are
inseparable." Dompere said. "Take
your education very seriously
because it is the emancipation of a
people ... Put yourself at the center

Palestinians ready to make
word peace their goal
By Gloria Mcfield
Hilltop Staff Writer
Palestinians arc willing to
work toward world peace if they
arc treated with the respect they
deserve, said Anec, Barghouti,
the Washington representative of
the Palestinian Liberation Organsiation in a panel discussion at the
Armour J. Blackburn Center on
Oct.13.
"The PLO and its chairman. if treated with respect and
dignity, not only for their sake but
for the people as well, could be
considered partners in world
peace and especially Middle East
peace," Barghouti told the forum
organized by the International
Affairs Center in cooperation
with the Graduate School of Arts
and Sciences.
Barghouti was one of several
speakers in the panel discussion,
"Pro,pects for Peace between
Palestinians and Israelis" Other
panelists were Nimrod Barkan,
Minister for Public Affairs with
the Embassy of Israel. and

Thomas J. Miller. Director of the
Office of Israel and Arab-Israeli
Affairs in the U.S. Department of
State. Moderator was Dr. Ronald
Walters, chairman of the Political
Science Department.
According to Barghouti,
PLO's expectations include the
freedom of Palestinain political
prisoners and the use of negotiation by "people of goodwill" as a
means of progress instead of
resorting 10 violence. Barghouti.
speaking of the "iolcnce between
the mo peoples ,aid "enough is
enough."
"The whole world has lent
support financially. technically
and otherwise and both Israelis
and Palestinians must embrace it
for future generations." He said.
Barkan. who represented the
lsreali 's position, agreed to "let
bygones be bygones." He said the
peace talks should be taken a step
further by considering the element of the Syrian conflict. He
supported a move to "lead the
Syrians also into the negotiations
table.''

Barkan pointed out that the
collapse of socialism has dealt a
severe blow to the Arab's ideology particularly for fhC younger
generation because of the mounting socio-economic problems of
Palestinians. the forecasted collapse of Arab political stability
and the present positive mindset
of the Arab people were factors
influencing the peace process.
Barkan said Israel's willingness 10 compromise surrounded the fact that the ''Administration in Washington was not going
to deliver Israel." There was one
point. however. in which there
could be no compromise, he
emphasized: "Palestinians must
denounce the basic tenant of 1he
demand for the destruc11on of
Israel".
Miller , who represented the
state department. said Israel-PLO
agreemc111 wa, just rhe beginning
which the U.S. hopes will secure
peace 111 the Middle Ea,t.

If truth is the first
casualty of war. rhen
historical amnesia is a
major side-effect. What
started as a mission of
humanitarian assistance
in Somalin has become a
bounty hunt by the United States for General
Mohamed Farah A1dced.
leader of 1he largest
Somali clan.
There can be few who
disagree with the initial
role of the U.S. Marines.
which was to provide
much-needed food and
medicine to war-torn
Somalia. It was appropr i ate that the United
SI ates offer such hum a 11i tn ri an assistance, since,
for a number of years, it
had been Somalia's most
important source of economic and military aid.
U.S. interests in Somalia
included a naval and
military facility at the
port of Berbera, as well
as other similar facilities dsewhere in the
country.
The initial humanitarian efforts were successfu I, and much of
Somalia is returning to
civilian life.
Farmers
are p l anting their crops
and Somalis are beginning 10 rebuild their
communities.
Between
the spring and the summer, a kind of undeclared war broke out and
is being fought in a
small area of the capita l ,
Mogadishu.
The United Nations
peace-keeping forces.
which included for the
first time American soldiers. have had to deal

1,

Carribean student
hold political foruin
to support Haiti

Or. Bamijoko Smith tells Caribbean students of US control of their

By Staci N. Hill
Hilltop Staff Writer

•

Restoring 'Operation Hope' is a must in Somalia
wi1h so me:
victou~
attacks,
allegedly
by follower, of General
Aideed. The worst of
these attacks was an
ambush in June that
killed 24 Pakistani soldiers.
Following that
event. a price wus put on
General Aideed's head
by retired LI.S Admiral
Jon,1than Howe. 1he top
U.N. soldier in Somalia
Almost two weeks
ago, more ,than I 5 U.S.
soldiers were killed, a
U.S. helicopter pilot
taken hostage and more
than 75 other U.S. soldiers wounded following
an attack by Som.tli
fighters
Attacks on
U.N.
peace keeping
troops are unacceptable,
but the late\! dispatch of
troops from chc United
St:ites must not turn the
Somali mission into a
search and sei1.ure operation.
The United States has
in Somalia approximate3,000 soldiers under
U.N. command. a smaller
U.S. led troop of specially trained soldiers.
and since August. 400
Army Rangers for whom
"a snatch mission is a
specialty." The latest
addition of more than
1.500 troops will bring
the number of U.S.
forces in Somalia to
more than 5,000. President Clinton has said the
capture
of
General
Aideed mu,t not be the
locus of U.S. policy in
Somalia, but instead, a
way must be found to
return the country to the
people. The President,
his admini,tration and
members of Congress

Regine ('lcmens, assistant international coordinator of I!USA. tell,
,tudenls about the tuition surcharge.
because it touched the essc,
people are in. And it showed me
problem of Africans not m.-,
what black people need to do," said
themselves:· said Kanfitine Ii
freshman
Charity
Rash.
Lantone, a ph.D student ,~
Mnny students at the presentation
nomics from Togo, a country
agreed that there is a need for greater
West African coast.
focus to be given to Africa.
"I think it [discussion) was good

region. (L) Betty Clarke and Che Keens-Douglas are CSA officers

US Role in S01nalia
A Front Line Analysis
By Carline Windall

of learning."
While education should be
African-centered and ideologically
correct, Oompere said math and science should be applied 10 improving
the condition of black people.
"If you want to support the race,
you have to be technologically
sound," he said.
Oompere stressed the need for a
stronger bond and concern among
all black people in the diaspora.
"Put our people at the center of
your thoughts," he said.
Some students found Dompere's
presentation enlightening and infor•
mative.
··or. Dompere made me think
about the mind-set in which black

should also remc•mber
that 11,e United S1.1tc, 1s
purl ol a U.N. peacekeeping m1ss1011 and.
within
thal
context.
should not act unilateral) y.
So far. it h,1s been
unclear who 1s 1n charge
of th1, mission and what
are its goals. The United States' ,1ction is a
reflection of the rndecisi,eness and vactllat,on
of the United Nations.

If a withdrawal of
U.S. troops would plunge
Soma! ia back into the
chaos and starvation of
a year ago. then every
effort must be made to
avoid this. U.N. Secretary General Bou t ros
Boutros-Ghali
and
Admiral Howe should
clarify ,Ind reiterate the
goals of the U.N . mission
in Somalia and if 1hc
United states is to be
part of that mission. it
should agree to abide by
mission
guidelines.
Otherwise. a quicl.. withdrawal of U.S . .troops
would be best.
Unfortunately. the
scenario 111 Som,tli.1 hus
a certain deja ,u in
Korea, in Vietnam and
Lebnnon. in Grenada and
Panama - and each time
it has ended in a nightmare for th e United
States.

Support for Haili was the item
that topped the Caribbean Students
Association's political forum on
Oc1. 15 at the Armour J. Blackburn
Center. Several speaker, and students agreed that llov.ard University was indeed a place to st,lrt promoting the issue of rcstor~tion of
democracy in llaiti becau,c of 1he
uni,•ersity's large Caribbean community.
Dr. Bamijoko Smith. professor
of political science, questioned the
United States sending peace-keeping troops to Haiti.
"Docs II m,utcr that the U.S.
should be pysically present in Hairi

to maintain order, to maintain hegemony or control over the
(Caribbean) region? The answer is
simply no ... Smith said.
He s.1id the United States has had
economic control of the Caribbean
w11hou1 having a physical military
presence. The Caribbean has had
economic control of Europe, "hich
1 consolidating into a single economic market. According to Smith,
thh consolidation was having a
tremendous, negatiw economic
impact on those countries that traditionally traded with Europe.
Dr. LorenLa Morris. professor
of political science and an observer of Hai1tan affail',, said each time
he visited Hait, the economic state
of the country was \\0rse. I-le ,aid

there is a need for a cultural
lution before peace and st.alcan be restored in H11iti.
Myriam Joseph, former;.
dent of the Haitian Students.•
ciation. said there is a need f<
ther assistance in trying to
Haiti. Joseph called for the li
Nations to activate economic
vention in Haiti against then;
military
"If "e do not act now thert
be no happy future for H1
Joseph said. "General Raoul Cl
has destroyed the economic SUI
the people in Haiti as well ail
morale."
Joseph reminded the audt
that the United Nation's misSJII
Haiti includt-d laying the foonll
to reform the JUSti,e dep.;J
and to separation the army fr
police.
"The army needs to be rcllxi
and trained to guard the e111
border. The police depare
needs to be reformed so t~ ·
arc able to deal w11h and \\c
the people," she ~1id.
Banbose Shango. director«
All-Africans Peoples
ReH>lut1on:1ry Party. said thc ~
military represented a m
interest.
"The leader.hip ,n H,ul
represent the people," Shani,
He ,aid that Haiti\ prrl'
should be ~een against t.hc
ground of Caribbean unit\
"To get unity and ch:u
must find the common bo11-.11
all because we are all Afll\"I
Shango said.
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Whatever happened to
"Operation
Restore
Hope/"

Cnr/1ne Windall is a
senior in th<' School of
Com111111ii<'<llio11s mi11ur-

i11g in political scit-nce.
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